Objective
The student will name and match letters of the alphabet.

Materials
- Die-cut letters
  *Make two matching sets of lowercase letters.*
- Index cards
  *Make one set of "a-z" letter cards by gluing die-cut letters to individual index cards.*

Activity
Students match alphabet letters to letters on cards.
1. Place the letter cards face up in a stack on a flat surface. Place the die-cut letters face up in rows.
2. The student selects a card and names the letter (e.g., “x”).
3. Finds the corresponding die-cut letter and places it on the card.
4. Continues until all die-cut letters are matched to the letter cards.
5. Self-check

Extensions and Adaptations
- Alphabetize the letters.
- Use uppercase die-cut letters.
- Match the letters using a magnetic board (e.g., cookie sheet), the uppercase or lowercase letter grids (Activity Master P.002.AM1a - P.002.AM1b), and magnetic letters. *Attach grids to magnetic board using double-sided tape.*
lowercase letter grid